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Some 20 years ago head and neck cancer were still considered 
as a rare tumour: nowadays Lisa, our bright physician co-author 
in an article [1], is director of a deputy structure at National Cancer 
Institute in Milano. In Drago GP et al.’s [1] article we were trying to 
asses radiochemistry as yet not consolidated protocol. To do that, as 
a by-product we were able to prune the whole set of the traditionally 
measured data in every subject, showing that the 11 factors reported in 
figure 1 (taken from [1]) were sufficient not only to discriminate output 
but also to improve signal to noise ratio with respect to the use of all 
the data set: being world not linear, it was and it is not in generally 
true that more are the data, more is the info: often too not specific data 
hidden the very core of the underlying process. Not surprising, the 
most salient factor is the easiest one to measure without instruments, 
felt by good physicians on the basis of the general dynamical aspect of 
the patient: in fact, a popular say says that the main prognostic factor 
is the physician caring for you, embedding in almost a joke both the 
notion of competence and empathy. A not so different joke, dear to a 
former scientific director of Italian Cancer Institute in Milano, is that if 
you get in, even with just a cold (phopehtic, seen from nowadays :) you 
could get only get out horizontal! Other factors are pretty obvious, we 
will not discuss them here. Radio chemio is nowadays standard: better 
than just chemio after the most possibly radical surgery.

Somebody still thinks that no chemio is often even better. A 
friend neurosurgeon, whose name didi promiss not ti cite, thus take 
il like a further joke was gamma knife treating brain metastasis from 
the apparently same tumor in a pair of married patients. One got 
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chemio within the protocol of the hospital. The other didn’t: hospital 
had no more budget fr that year: this last survived. The neurosurgeon 
refused chemio for his father who survived to a kindey tumor. Even 
consolidate protocols maybe deserve to be re-discussed even hoping in 
total absence of interest in their definition, as the present coronavirus 
apparent emergence would also suggests.
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Figure 1. Traditionally measured data in every subject
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